KEEPING YOUR STORES
SAFE & SECURE
Live Occupancy Control: iQSafely helps you promote
social distancing in your stores while giving you oversight
of your occupancy at all times of the day.

Improve Customer Experience &
Reduce Risk
We are committed to helping organisations keep their staff and regular
visitors safe throughout and beyond the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Automatic People Counting & Alert System: Sensors installed
in the doorways automatically count customers as they enter
and exit your premises. If maximum occupancy has been
reached a brief audio alert is generated.

iQSafely helps you facilitate social distancing while managing your
occupancy limits accurately and effectively. We remove the guesswork
out of occupancy management and reduce risk.

Queue Management: Manage the flow of customers
throughout your store, without the need for a dedicated
member of staff.

How many people are in your stores,
right now?
iQSafely helps you effortlessly comply with the latest Social Distancing
guidelines while enabling you to have an oversight of your occupancy at
any time of the day.
Designed to be a contact free and fully automatic solution, iQSafely
helps you encourage social distancing at your locations and prevent
visitor congestion cost effectively.

Enable Social Distancing and manage
occupancy limits effortlessly:
To purchase iQSafely or to request more information, contact us at
enquiries@iqsafely.com or give us a call +44 (0) 845 8620040

Traffic Light System: The actual count of visitors is constantly checked against the pre-set maximum. Traffic light directs the
flow of visitors, if pre-set maximum occupancy is exceeded the traffic light will turn red until the occupancy has decreased.

Why choose iQSafely?

Remove all guesswork from
tracking occupancy

Simple to adjust occupancy
limit throughout the day

Quick & simple installation
No specialist skills required

Prevent visitor congestion
and manage visitor flow

Manage your occupancy
cost-effectively

Effortlessly comply with
latest guidelines

